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Space Efficiency: By utilizing STANDIT's compact design, which occupies only 700mm
instead of the conventional 1200mm, you can save up to 40% of your floor space. This
streamlined footprint facilitates easier access around and through corridors, optimizing
your spatial utilization.
Enhanced Accessibility: STANDIT enables convenient access to any sheet within the stack
without the need for cumbersome rearrangements. This eliminates time-consuming efforts
associated with restacking, thereby maximizing productivity.
Elimination of Storage Infrastructure Costs: Unlike traditional storage methods requiring
dunnage or pallets, STANDIT offers a lightweight and easily relocatable alternative. This
eliminates the expenses associated with arranging and maintaining additional storage
infrastructure.
Protection Against Damage and Hazards: STANDIT safeguards sheets from potential
damage and low-level water exposure, mitigating costly wastage typically attributed to
pre-installation damage.
Reduction in Manual Handling Risks: By minimizing the need for bending and lifting heavy
weights, STANDIT helps mitigate the risk of manual handling injuries, which could otherwise
result in downtime and associated expenses.
Prevention of Workplace Accidents: STANDIT's secure vertical storage configuration
eliminates the risk of sheets falling and causing injuries, thereby averting potential medical
costs and legal liabilities.
Mitigation of Financial Losses from Workplace Injuries: With workplace injuries in New
Zealand costing approximately $1.1 billion in 2023, according to ACC figures, the adoption of
STANDIT can significantly reduce your company's exposure to these costs, particularly those
stemming from manual handling injuries, which contribute substantially to overall
expenses.

STANDIT offers numerous advantages that not only result in cost savings but also potentially
enhance revenue generation through increased efficiency and productivity. While precise
monetary figures may vary based on individual usage patterns, the following key benefits
underscore the potential financial advantages of integrating STANDIT into your operations:

In essence, STANDIT represents an investment in risk prevention and operational
efficiency, offering tangible financial benefits alongside numerous ancillary advantages.
We encourage you to explore the accompanying video and assess how these features
align with your business objectives. Ultimately, leveraging the attributes of STANDIT within
your daily operations can yield substantial cost savings and revenue enhancements.
We trust that as a discerning business professional, you are best positioned to evaluate
the financial implications of integrating STANDIT into your workflow. Through careful
analysis of the increased production and efficiency gains facilitated by these devices,
you can anticipate a commendable return on investment and a positive impact on your
bottom line.
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